INFRASTRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION AND
COST MANAGEMENT
CUSTOMIZE AND COLLABORATE
OneOffice is a customizable infrastructure
construction project management solution
that allows each agency to track the
information pertinent to their agency and
project type.
Efficiently manage infrastructure and
maintenance projects and connect with
other Agencies, Consultants and Contractors
for access to real-time information, keeping
projects in compliance and improving
project communications.

FUNDING ALLOCATION MANAGEMENT
Funding management tools provide the ability to quickly identify and
manage multiple funding sources. Create any number of funding splits
to divide and cap sources across multiple projects and project items.

Linked to item transactions, easily select from available funding when
recording item transactions. Create and export custom funding reports
to provide information to other agencies on cost status.

SUMMARY
OneOffice is a complete
infrastructure construction
project management solution,
from project concept through
project completion.

BENEFITS
✓ Collaborate with all project
stakeholders, improving
communication and
reducing delays
✓ Easily connect with other
applications and customize
the application to scale
with your changing needs
✓ Improve auditing and
reduce costly mistakes
through automated
auditing and data
management
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PROCUREMENT & PUBLIC DASHBOARDS
Project plan room and project update dashboards allow
for each agency to customize the data they want to
share to the public. Plan holders can access plans, ask
questions, view messages and addendum, as well as,
download item lists; all from a single, free-to-use
location. Update the public on planned or completed
projects by including narratives and photos.

FIELD INSPECTIONS & CHANGE MANAGEMENT
Manage all of your project inspection data in one location,
from any device and browser, even without Internet
access. Location tracked notes, photos, and material tests
allow you to record issues and documentation then easily
report and view from project maps or user-defined tags.
Easily record item quantities that provide real-time
reporting and payment creation, reducing costly re-entry
mistakes and calculation errors.
Record changes and update item funding, even during
Construction. Request submittals and collaborate with
contractors through rule-based and integrated processes.

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT & RETENTION
Create custom documents and reports through a Microsoft Office integration with OneOffice. Using RSA
encryption, digital signatures can be added to any document. Approvers are notified via email when their approval
is requested and the status of each document can be easily tracked, stored, and located. Completed projects can
be archived and accessed for years to come, without the need to purge data or ‘free up space’.

ABOUT RTVISION
RTVision is a software-application company that has been working with local government agencies for over 20
years. Our focus is to optimize the impact of local government through inventive technologies that streamline
operations, connect people, and protect data integrity. With over 300 product installs across the United States,
RTVision products have value in agencies of every size and budget.
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